Stunts Cancelled
if li Bowl.
attain

meda

Former Art Head

will not be per_
Card stunts
footlionweorning
the
mined at
Nov. 9 due
sat game, Saturday,
The entire
0, a lark of time.
be Nat-wing the
tog tinw will
lestisities,
Homecoming Queen
presentation
eis band and the
awards.
of the float

Dr. Marspos, Menzel, former
Itesul of the Art Department,
ulll ghe a demonstration of
water -coloring painting at 10
a.m. today in Miss Marian More land’s commercial art class In
A241.
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JS Alumni Open
und Drive Today
:S

of mkiing
op truer in

being issued to San Jose State’s graduating
An appeal for help is
alumni.
(las and far-flung
today opens its Achievement Fund drive
The Alumni Association
uk’iuholarships, research fellowships, development funds,
alumni association programs which state
apus enrichment and
cover.
ids cannot
it) scholarships was available to SJS
I.ast year only $25,((K)
exalumni
to
according
«dents,
live director Richard Buxton.
total of $5200 in research felships was available to a gradue enrollment of over 3000.
$100,000
Headed by General Chairman
ege W. Milias and a team of
inent SJS alumni throughout
world, the drive has a goat of
00,000.
Milias, State Assemblyman from
Iron, was graduated from SJS
1947 with a degree in history
d political science.
The Achievement Fund drive ofis a $100 life membership to
current alumni and graduating
ors until June 1964. Thereter, life membership will be ofed only to students.

1OSE

[NE

GEORGE W. MILIAS
DCES PROGRAM
. . . heads alumni drive
Although the annual dues proam was dropped, the association
maids a membership orgartizaopen to all persons who have
ended SJS for at least one
ester. Members may enjoy full
rely privileges and can mainn contact with former class ten through the association’s
ni address list, the only one
existence.
Alumni who choose life memehip become members of the
A past editor of Political Afolden Club and receive a gold
I certificate and a seven-inch fairs, the theoretical organ of the
k trophy. Founded in 1930, the Communist party in the United
den Club now numbers more
States, will speak at SJS tomoran 1000 members.
row night.
SPECIAL MAILING
Dr. Herbert Aptheker, writer
A special mailing will announce and historian, will lecture on the
e Achievement Fund drive to current Vietnamese problem. The
ch of the association’s 30,000 talk will be in Concert Hall at
inhers. Donations may be made 7:30 p.m.
cash, endowments, real estate.
The lecture is sponsored by
cks, 111,11,k, insurance policies TASC (Toward an Active Strident
d campus equipment. These tax Community).
(octane contributions may be
Dr. Aptheker is the author of
ade on a pledge basis, payable many works on Negro history, and
onthly or quarterly.
is currently at work on a "history
Persons donating $1004500 be- of the American people reconsidme members of the Century ered from a Marxist point of
11); those donating $500
or more view." Of this latter work he has
nosily are admitted to the had two volumes published: "The
rNident’s
Colonial Era" and ’The Amerisine,’ the Alumni Association can Revolution."
koliinteers. students are
Dr. Aptheker was awarded a
4,1 tss inform their graduate prize in history from the Associacrisis abOlit the drive.
tion for the Study of Negro Life.

Past Editor
Talks Tuesday
On Viet Nam

4 CAMPUS
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SAE Wins
In Grueling
’Little 500’

College Suspends Fraternity;
Recent Prank Triggers Move

By GERALD Califon
There was no dispute about the
"Little 500" winnerSigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternitythat wheeled
and dealed a path to its second By MIKE DUNNE
evidence that positive and immestraight win in the Inter-Dorm
Delta Upsilon fraternity has diate progress is being made toCouncil’s event Friday.
ward the stated goals of the orBut Allen Haulers had to wait been suspended from San Jose ganization and that a positive
15 minutes after the race was fin- State because of numerous pranks contribution is being made to the
ished before they learned they had and violation of prioloat ion condi- SJS fraternity system.
officially placed in the second slot, tions.
- the fraternity implements the
two full laps behind SAE.
Primary reason for the suspen- recommendations made by IFC
The dispute arose when the
Judiciary last January, when DU
Rules Committee noted that zeal- sion, announced Friday by Dr. was placed on probation.
ous Allen Hauler Lynn Petersen Stanley C. Benz, dean of students,
RFAD:LATIONS
pumped more than 75 laps around was an Oct. 6 prank which violatShould IFC Judiciary agree to
the Spartan Stadium quarter-mile ed prior probation csinditions. The
temporarily suspend the penalty,
raceway.
fraternity was placed on probation DU would have
to agree to numerEAGER CYCLIST
last
January
following
an
illegal
ous restrictions, limitations and
One committee member said
regulations established by IFC Juthat he had made it clear that "pledge sneak."
diciary,
no rider could go around the
NON -COLLEGE GUESTS
Should the fraternity agree Is
track more than 75 times. Another
According to a press release
said the rule was not clear. After
the committee took an impromptu from Dean Benz, on Oct. 6 DU
vote, it decided by a 3-2 margin pledges invited some non -college
that the team would not he pen- guests to the fraternit y !sir t he
purpose of embarrassing and haralized for Petersen’s eagerness.
On the other hand, it woud seem rassing aell ,’S. who were tern that the Allen Haulers were glad !warily absent trom the house.
Petersen rode such a strong race
"Several incidents which result.
sincehe kept the runners-up in fat from this situation were in excontention throughout the day.
tremely poor taste," stated the
Dick Gregory, prominent social
But there was another individual press release.
that showed his bicycle ridins
As a consequence of these in - satirist, will be the featured guest
prowess as much as Petersen did. cidents, the Interfraternity Cramof SJS tomorrow at a press conErik Hinge paced his team and eil Judiciary investigated the case
every other team in the race with and made recommendations to ference in the Spartan Cafeteria
his smooth, effortless riding. It Dean Benz. His decision was that from 12 to 1 p.m.
was the second year in a row that recognition of DU at. SJS be reStudents’ questions to Gregory
he outclassed the other riders that yoked.
are novices compared to the poise
must be written and placed in a
IDENTITY REMOVED
Hinge commanded.
box.
RECORD STAND
While the fraternity’s recogniSAE, composed of Kirk patter- tion is remswt.d, the organization! He will choose only those ques, son. Dave Attend, Lee James and ’is 15, identify itself in no way as] tion.s he wishes to answer.
i Hinge, did not break the mark of a fraternity. Insignias, flags, em -1 Gregory will also he featured
1 2 hours, 21 minutes, 17.5 seconds it his-mu, etc. may
not he displayed at a press conference tomorrow at
set while rolling to the winner’, at the house or in any activity’
circle in the first "Little 500" at in which its members participate-. ’ San Jose City College in the Little
SJS last year.
Present pledges may not be Theater at 3:30 p.m. to which
Its time, 2 hours. 28 minutes. initiated and no students may be- ,journalists and their advisers from
37 seconds, was a minute slower cum. new pledge,
30 high schools in the county have
than the best ever recorded ;it
Students under 21 years of age been invited,
the race’s home at Indiana Um- now living in the hsnise may conversity. Throughout the race, this , tinue to hiss’ there, provided that.. Gregory’s press conferences will
year ’s riders kept pace fairly dose upon the rctriesi of the organiza- precede his November 1 show at
to the record pace established las! ’
appl..1 the fivic Auditorium in which
boa rd,
gin sin i rig
year, but they slowed considerably rut.
Its Mg center is granted hy Vince Guaraldi and Margie Me as the sun left the teams and an
College Bosomy.; of Toss
Coy will also appear.
estimated 600 cheering fans chil’rickets will he on sale today
led.
TO REG SIN RP:COGNITION
Should 1st’ want to regain recog- in front of the cafeteria from 9
The heat of the day and then
the coldness at the finish also may nit ism. tin, penally may Ix. tem- a.m. to 1 p.m.. Tomorrow they
have had an effect on the 22 teams pstrartly sit-stiended if:
will he on sale in front of the
that began the race. Only six ore!,
the fritssrility presents to the Spartan Bookstore from 9 a.m.
hearty enough to reach the end..
Judielary and college Era to 1 p.m. and in the Cafeteria
Behind SAE and Allen Hauler... tesmity arIvr.e, a written plan sit
teams finished this way: AT( ) action to implement numerous !from 12 noon to 1 pm
_
No. 1, Desimones, /tick’s lhkr goals.
the fraternity shows concrete
Shop, and the Pits.
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ROTC Sgt. Retires This Week
M So
.1. Cullen, whose
’Maly ixiahamices
range -from
(;11111P55’5 Swampy jungles
thy SJS campus,
retires from
he Army this
week.
Sergeant major of the Ram
thchment since coming
here
hrer years ago.
Sgt. Cullen will
include more than
20 years of
live service Thursday.
The Military
Science Depart.
Octhonors hint tomorrow
1h a dram and bugle cadet
gPs formation and
ceremony
the drill field
at 1:30 P.m’
MILITARY CAREER
Ills military career
began in
a39 When
he enlisted in the
iscansie National
Guard.
Two years later
he became a
enther of
the famous 32nd
Arrow" Division that
had
arc’ aaYs in combat
than any
r7nY division in
World War II.
8et. Cullen
fraught in the
ha’s "iMand-hopping"
can:1am from
Australia to the
bilIPPI nes.
worsDr.t)
WaS WnUaded
by a mortar
ifniPat in New
Guinea and
Meta of action
for two weeks,

Recalling the liberation of the
Philippines, Sgt. Cullen said, "I
will never forget the happiness
and relief expressed by the
Filipinos as a result of our victory."
Sgt. Cullen is also a veteran
of the Korean conflict.
Before coming to SJS, he was
a member of TRUST, the
United Nations command in
Italy and the occupation forces
in Germany.
DECORATIONS
His decorations and awards
include the Purple Heart, AsiaMedal.
tic -Pacific Campaign
Philippine Liberation and Korean Serviee Ribbon-s and the
Philippine and Korean Presidential Unit Citations.
Sgt. Cullen said that he was
proud to serve in the U.S Army.
He completed Hie requirements for his B.A. Degree in social science In 1963.
His plans for the future are
indefinite.
Sgt. Cullen resides at 4:14:! Jan
Way, San Jose, with his wife,
Tatjana, and children, Douglas
and Tamara.

operate under such conditions. it recognition witholit further rewould need to regularly and fre- viewing by the IFC Judiciary or
quently present evidence to WC the college fraternity advisers.
Judiciary and SJS fraternity adWhen asked what type of goals
visers that progress is being made the fraternity would have to seek,
toward the fraternity’s stated( Dean Benz replied, "It’s up to
goals and that positive contribu- them to tell us what they are
tions are being made to the SJS going to do. They have to come
fraternity system.
op with a reasonable set of goals,
tell how to reach them, and show
PERMANENT REMOVAL
..ome proof of progress toward
Lack of such evidence would
these goals."
be construed to mean that the
organization does not desire to
PRESIDENT SPEAKS
regain permanent recognition.
Jim Myer’, DU president, stated
Furthermore, during this period Friday that the fraternityin anany violation by DU of SJS or ticipation of IFC Judiciary action
IFC policies will result in auto- ’and because it was already on
matic and permanent removal of probation- formulated nine goals
which it hopes to attain soon.
"We have submitted these goals
to the IFC Judiciary, and plan to
add to them. As soon as we get
the membership in the right frame
, of mind and formulate a plan,
we will petition for recognition
’again," said Niven.
Delta Upsilon, established at
SJS in 1948. currently has 80
members -- 55 act iv es and 25
pledges.

Comedian To Meet
Press Tomorrow

erem on y Tomorrow

R REMOVED. II
R. E. 210 S. Ft

No. 29

B
M. SGT. VIRGIL J. CULLEN
... ceremony tomorrow

Five Finalists
On KliTV
Today, 5:15
Finalists Anne Chambers. Naney
Niederholzer. h:erry O’Brien. Carolyn Niger, and Sally Prater will
appear on Stew Park’s Record
)p. K..."rv Channel 11 at 5:15
today.
’ark will i nterview the five
during his high school dance

DICK GREGORY
. . h ere tomorrow

’oting will begin at 9 a.m. tomorrow and will continue Wednes(t,y for l!sti:1 Homecoming Queen.
:-:tiodents may vote for one finalist
will be located in
front .st the cafeteria and brook store iind ,111 remain open until
I Pr’ hss’h slays,
will be counted IsVednrs.1a ese,r_.: Results will be
10.30 p.m. Safiird
Chairman
7\’’"
sronatifill Ball

San Diego State
SJS Students Labor Long
On Homecoming Parade Floats Gets College Union;

Over 40,000 man hours of labor Sparta"; Sigma Alpha
will go into the 1963 Homecoming Alpha Phi, "Drenching the Des ils
Parade before Saturday, Nov. 9. in 1961"; Sigma Chi-Deo:, Zer,
al 4 pm when entries will pro- a float emphasizing Spool]
eeed down First Street, San Jose
itIllik Owl] floats in A" slivision
behind Grand Marshall Dr. Carl D. art, the 11X’ (Residence Hall-,
Duncan,
flitat with ’’The World’s 14ingest
Participating in the trek down I Call on a Dime 504 Hours." and
First Street will be Grand Mar- . the Newman Club which will pic1)eviltal
shal Duncan, the 1963 Homecom- ture Spardi eating a
ing Queen and court, three divi- Ham" sandwich in memoirs’ of the
sions of floats, the Army ROTC 1961 victory.
!Color Guard, two ROTC Drill
NOT PAIRED
Teams, 10 high school bands, the
Division B float entries which
SJS band, and several groups in
are not paired, include Theta Xi
.cars.
featuring Spardi Gras; Hawaiian
foovision A float entries are
Club, "Aloha Tower Hall", and
Sigma Phi Epsilon -Phi Mu with
the Dames Club, "Spartan City
"The Glory of Sparta -Our Guide
Opening DaY.to the Future." as their theme:
Entries in Division C are the
Alpha Tau Omega -Alpha Omicron
Pi, "Thanks for the Memories"; Delta Upsilon Pledge Class, Kapand Sigma Nu -K a ppa Delta, pa Kappa Gamma. Ildlel, I.yke,
AWS, Chi Omega, Spartan Rental
"Spardi Goes South 1871."
Service, and Black Masque.
BEGAN IN SPARTA’
Individual groups will be Blue
"It All Began in Sparta," is the Key members riding in a car and
Phi S ig ma Kappa -Alpha Chi the cheerleader and song girls
Omega theme; Sigma Alpha Mu- riding Ott a lire inn*.
Kappa Alpha Theta, "Sparta FidThe Downtimn Merchants’ Asdles While the Sun Devils Burn"; sociation has donated
$.100 to a
and Pi Kappa Alpha -Sigma Kappa, fund which will he divided
among
’ Finals and Fun."
this year’s float builders. The (rind
Theta Chi -Delta Gamma will Is new this year, according to
build a float about the "Spirit from Parade Chairman, Jere Owen.

SJS Vote Dec. 11
S ,I

sior:.,

1.

students passed
The scho.ii
their union proposal with 1.662
171.3 per Cent 5 yes votes Friday
Of the 6,826 voting. 1957 (287
per cent 5 cast "no" ballots. TWOthirds of those voting had to say
"yes- to pass the union propmal.
Enrollment at San Diego State
is 14,500. Turnout at the polls was
47 per cent (of the strident body.
San Diego State will now hire
its union director and architect
and begin planning the student
center.
San Jose, San Diego and Fresno
State Colleges all received permission in late September from
Chancellor 5 lhanke to hold College Unian elections this year
SJS has slated its election Dee.
11 and 12.
Tv,o-thirds of those polling at
SJS, as at San Diego State, must
cast yes votes to pass the pro posts I.
If SA.: students okay the tunion,
constniction will begin 111 1965-66,
with convict tan in about two
years.
Fresno State has set no date
yet for its union election.

3-SPARTAN DAILY

Monliy

October

Gemini Spacecraft
Gets X-Ray System
For ’Inside Images

28 1W1

Caps and Gowns
gr"up of ’,an J.rse State students is I.eginning a campaign
Iii hold ))))) mem ement exercises following the fall semester. The
students feel that since they will be graduated in January. they.
has.- a right to take part in commencement in jtilltlar). Tims don’t
ft-el the) should lia%e to %%ad until June.
Last Jainiai. h90 sholents were graduated in Januars.
more than ill of thciii returned in .111111 for ceremonies. We wonder
how many of the others sere unable to attend because the had to
work. %err in die set.% ice. sere scattered across the country, or
just didn’t caw after %ailing for a semester.
For in -I Audents. the graduation ceremonies mean more than
receiving it diploma in the mail. It has deep personal meaning.
sentiment. inspiration. and more. It often solidifies lasting tics
tweet. graduate and alma mater.
About 2.500 students were eligible to participate. last June.
Close hi 1.1110 showed up. most of whom Nitre Spring semester
graduates.
The main reason for discontinuation (if January graduation
ceremonies. accloding to a menilier 4.f the school’s publicity office,
was lack of participation. Now that Morris Dailey Auditorium has
been closed. lack of facilities lieconies amither problem.
The second problem. set-feil. can he solved by using either the
Men’s Gym or prissiii4 San Jose’s Cis ic Auditorium. Morris Dail.2
AaeNtoriurn. which holds 1.100. was crowded during the "old"
A

NEW YORK 1UPI

A e’d like to hear from them.- J.A.

Prof Offers Rebuttal
On ’Irresponsibility’

Massive Pentagon
five -story

Editor:
In a recent letter, I stated
that society should curb an individual’s
irresponsible
acts
which are detrimental to society.
Having considered the recent
diatribes of Messrs. Bayard and
Wallace (Thrust and Parry,
Oct. 21-221, some additional
comments are warranted. Since
Mr. Wallace completely misses
the point of my argument, as
well as that of the discussion,
his remarks appear to be pointless if not ridiculous. However,
since Mr. Bayard’s latest literary effort is at least still on the
subject under discussion, it is
probably deserving of a rebuttal.
First, I suggest that "respect"
is not something which is commandeered by acts of irresponsibility and lawlessness. "Respect"
is earned by proving oneself
worthy of it. Secondly, the introduction of the idea of a
"double social standard" into the
discussion is a neat bit of camouflage.
However,
no
such
rationalization can possibly excuse infractions of the law.
Thirdly. Mr. Bayard’s statement,
"that he does not feel qualified
to talk about freedom, never
having had any," is a perfect -example of an irresponsible remark in the finest tradition. The
very fact that he is free to make
such a statement publicly and
in print) denies the veracity of
the statement itself.
Finally, I couldn’t disagree
more with Mr. Bayard as to how
Society should mete out "justice"
to those who act in defiance of
.cillaces unit
Furl her

structure in Washington, D.C.,

Limited Supply

occupies 6.000,000

square

feet

or 150 acres. During the war it
Now on Sale

38,000

housed

daily

workers.

Some 68.000 miles of trunk lines

$6.25 now $6.75 later

is used for the private telephone
La Torre can be purchased in trod

exchange in this building.

of Bookstore & Cafeteria Thursdays
Salesmn

10:3C - 12’30

Russian First

will be at

The laimonosox Uni%ersity in

living quarters Monday night. Also

Moscow has the largest

sold xi Student Affairs Bldg, B-1

college

building in the world. It is 32

Buy Now

stories high, having about 40,000
rooms.

Quick Clean Center
Dry Clean &
Launderette
8 Lbs. Drycleening - $2.00
Large Load 8 to 10 Garments

$

24 minute service

Bring in this ad and
SAVE 50c

/
0. Corner 9th and Wiliam

B FGoodric h
CY 5-6050

Open 8 e.rn ’til Midnight

YOUR CONVENIENT
B.F.GOODRICH STORE
701 S 1st St

41

Car Service Center
AllommomL
BRAKES

SHOCKS

ALIGNMENT

MUFFLERS

Stop Quickly and Safely

HANK’S

1. BRAKE ADJUSTMENT
*Remove front wheels, inspect drums and lining.
*Inspect grease seals
* Check and add brake
fluid if needed.
*Repack front wheel
bearings
* Adjust broke shoes to
secure full contact with
drums.
*Carefully test brakes.

Reg.
3.50

Eliminates High Speed Vibrations

§ercintr#00 8617"(

2. WHEEL BALANCING
*Get extra mileage from
your tires
*Balance both front
wheels
*Installation of necessary
weights

Reg.
4.00

Makes your car’s steering easier

3. WHEEL ALIGNMENT
*Scientifically measure
and correct Coster and
Camber
* Correct Toein and Toe.
out the chief causes of
ti re wear)
* Inspect and adjust stein mg

B ABANK

G AlrcY4-5r4.,

CY 5-7238
552 S. Bascom
"THE MOUSE ON THE MOON"
Peter Sellers
Margret Rutherford
"BIG MONEY"
Enian Carmichael
- Students $1.00 -

"GARDEN OF EDEN"
"NUDE CAMERA"
"BODY BEAUTIFUL"

7
TOWNE"
3060
1433 THE ALAMEDA
"Stranger Knocks" Danish Thriller
"The Gypsy and The Gentleman"
Melina Mercouri
Color
(Star of "Never on Sunday-)

Reg.
9.50

acet

ALL

3

Goldwater Students
Hit ’Non -Recognition’

Editor:
Wednesday
nixm. Oct. 23,
the Student Activities Office announced that the petition submitted by "Students for Goldwater" had been rejected and
that the organization would not
be accorded campus recognition.
The main reason, according to
Activities Adviser Richard B.
Romm, was because the activities advisers (who didn’t even
take the trouble to vote) did
not feel the organization would
be a "permanent" one.
The stated purpose of the organization is to advance the political philosophy of Barry Goldwater and to work for Senator
Goldwater’s
election
to
the
presidency of the United States.
An organization with such a
purpose
certainly would
be
more permanent than is realized
by the Administration. It would
exist not only until Goldwater
is elected in 1964, but continue
to exist and work to aid in
pr es i d en t Goldwater’s overwhelming re-election in 1968.
That fact alone would give the
organization a life of at least
five years. How "permanent"
Barber Shop
does it have to be
So far. "Students for GoldTues.- Thurs.
water" has two faculty advisers
9 mm. -6 p.m.
and more than 40 members. It
Fri. and Sit.
is affiliated with the statewide
Henry Watanabe 9 e.m..7 p.m.
"Students for Goldwater" orOwner
ganization and promises to be an
Specializing in
active addition to the campus
all styles of hair culls
community. We the undersigned
Alma Center. 148B Alma St. 293 0705
vigorously protest the Adminis__
-

,;:v.oroveowotorw.e.,,,overw.,,,verwmerv,i00.0,140.0,10,4e.e."
SAVE 50c
SAVE 50c
SAVE 50c
\\$\l!’/

efforts on my part to get Mr.
Bayard to understand my arguments seem useless. However,
since Mr. Bayard has publicly
challenged me to debate this issue and has very considerately
left the choice of time to me.
I’d suggest the debate be held
only after his intellectual maturity has reached a level sufficient for him to understand my
arguments. Meanwhile, I shall
be glad to conduct tutorial sessions in my office by appointment.
BENJAMIN T. SIMS
Assistant Professor

for only

"THIS SPORTING LIFE"
- Students $1.00 -

TPOPICAIRE

Alma and Almaden Rd.

1969 Alum Rock Ave.

"WIVES AND LOVERS"
"IT’S ONLY MONEY"

North Screen

USE YOUR CREDIT

1st & Son

TORSION BAR ADJ. ADD 52.00
- Phone for appointment -

Salvador

CY 2-6778

"LAWRENCE OF ARABIA"

Editor:
The sculpture by Wally Hedrick entitled "American: Ka"
currently on display in the college art gallery is mistitled. As
you may recall, the questionable
art object is composed of beer
cans assembled in a wing shape.
The aspects of the "Ka" and
"Ba" are of somewhat the same
order, and they were traditionally translated as "spirit" and
"soul" by the ancient Egyptians.
They were used sometimes in
the familiar sense which makes
them appear subordinate to a
larger whole, the human personality.
The "Bo" is entirely personal,
whereas the "Ka" is impersonal, not being confined to man,
it is found throughout creation.
The "Ba" imagined in bird shape, is often depicted. The
"Ka" is never depicted
. is
never individualized, and is a
force in - and a quality of man. The "Ba" represents man
as animated notwithstanding the
death of the body; it can move
at will, change shape at will,
visit Egypt, or fly to heaven.
This is merely another example of a poorly educated
artist trying to be profound and,
I suspect, trying to fool the
public. Mr. Hedrick, it would appear, doesnr know his "Ba" from
his "Ka," but that is not surprising when one considers the
amount of beer that he had to
finish off before he completed
that monstrosity.
Robert Fairail
ASH A76011

Students

Faculty
Fly to

* NEW YORK
* DENVER
Christmas
Charter Flights
will accept your reservation on
a Chartered DC-8 Jet via Capital International Airways.
Just $240 - N.Y.
$90 - Denver
This

1st

"JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG"
South Screen
"IRMA LA DUCE"
"COME BLOW YOUR HORN"

fresh with the boys - she4
t les.
Her parents, Mr anti
Mr.
L. Cortez, said she first
’,Ns
whistling when she wri, 0,41
a year old.
,my husband and
I whigi
around the house nrui
started puckering lip
hem
Mrs. C’ortez said.
Specie? Student

TYPEWRITERS
Rental and Sale

JERRY ARCA
Mgr...._... DAVE BLOOM
SOLIDAY
BILL
Day Editor
News Editor ...___ RON BOTTINI
MIKE DANIELS
Business Mgr.
_
AEddivtoerrtising

MODERN OFFICE
MACHINES CO.

124 E. San Fernando

291.1211

in Italy by FABIAN0THE ALPS ,,.,made
Boots for the Outdoor Man and Woman
Handmade Imported

Men or Women, Smnu
Brown ltulion Suede, soft
und supple, will never
crack or harden. For Rock
Climbing or Hiking.Podded
Tongue and Quarter tor
entrern comfort ut the
ankle. Vibram lug sole .
Men’s N and I6 to 14, Ladies N and m 5 to 11. (Sires 13 to 14
$3.00 Extra).
For

$24.95 plus postage. Slightly Higher in the Waa
Write for free brochure.
Shoe Co., Inc., Dept. SD. South Station, Boston 10 Mast.

You should try the Char-Broiled Specialties
Beef Burgers
Chuck Burgers
Steak Burgers
Steak Sandwich

)

Shrimp Sandwich
Fishwich
B.B.Q. Beef
Foot-long Hot Dog
(with sauerkraut or

250
390
590
890

454
351
chlui

Try the newly featured Pizza and Dinners
Large Pizza
Extra Large
Spare Ribs

Shrimp Boat
Chicken
I/2 -Lb. Salisbury

990
$1.25
890

991
Steak Pi
ale

BIG BEN
Phone CY 4.834I

460 E. Williams Between 10 & 11.

Winged Beer Cans
’Mist itIed -- Student
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Alpha Delta Sigma

DICK GREGORY
11.’41
’A man of his time
critical and deeply commits’
But most of all, he’s just Plo
funny."

VINCE GERALD!
MARGIE McCOY
SAN JOSE CIVIC
AUDITORIUM
Friday, Nov. 1s1
at 8:30

Class-Round Trip

Includem Adminioration Fee

"LILIE OF THE FIELD"

’STUDIO

traitor-1’s disregard of the overcase in favor of campus recognition for "Students
for Goldwater."
AL MASON, ASH A3948
GEARY DAVIS, ASB A5721
CARY KOEGLE, ASB A5105
KEN McCORT, ASB A615
PAT BOLCIONI, ASB A6979
DON EVERSOLL, ASB A18.36
DAN WELTON, ASH A3678
BILL POLLACEK, ASB A11734
ELIZABETH PEYER,
ASB A 8493
KEN WILLIAMS, ASH A2126
THOMAS M. THOMAS
ASB A10151
RICHARD L. SUTTER
ASB A11803
KARL T. PFLOCK, ASH A7396
JACK COX, ASB A10334
JAMES E. GRASSI,
ASH A10160

whelming

- Students $1.00 -

14502 BIG BASIN WAY

April
Entrad as second claw matter
un24, 1934, at Sun Jose, California,
Mamder th act of March 3, 1879.
Publishers
Newspapers
bo, California
ASSOCiation. Published daily by AssoState
ciated Students of San Jcs
College sniciept Saturday end Sunday,
acduring collage year. Subscription
remainder-of -semescepted only on
each
89:
year,
academic
ter basis. Full
minristar, $4.50. 04f-campus price per
copy, 10 cents. CY 4 -6414 -Editorial
Ext. 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Advertising Ext. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084.
Globe Printing Co. Office
Press
F
hours I:45-4:20 p.m., Monday through

Fabian

400 S. Ist St.

.-iARATOGA

SpatianSbadq

Style No 91

Thrust and Parry

program.

Pentagon’s

- Fluor-

"instant"

x-rays will help assure proper

The first problem. that (if lack of participation. can only I. answered by the students themselyes. 1)r. Ralph Cummings. ass,,
ciate dean of admissions and records. stated that no Januar esvrvises are planned this year. The reason is most likely that the school
doesn’t feel enaugh students care ala.ut a January program. Ma In’
they don’t. but we belieye that there. is a significant number of
graduating students who would like a January 1111111110111.111ttlit

The

and

operation of the Gemini spacecraft when it carries two men
aloft for long-duration and rendezvous missions in space.
A system developed by Picker
X -Ray Corporation for McDonnell Aircraft Corporation, Gemini prime contractor, enables engineers to "see inside" key components of the Gemini while
they are in operational testing.
Sitting before a viewing screen,
the engineer can study an "in motion" x-ray image of the inner workings of a liquid oxygen
valve as it shuts and opens. lie
can peer intently at tiny leaf
springs and magnets hidden inside sealed relay switches, watch
them as they click alternately
into "on" and "off" position and
make sure they will properly
perform their assigned function.

dais of Jaritiao graduation ceremonies. The Civic Auditorium can
seat about I.000 persons.
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HOUSTON I Uplp
sive,
mouth -old
Renee ()Inez
Houston (WI all*atly 1,*

Leave S.F. Dec. 20- Evening
Return January 5. 1964

Call for Reservations
Noon - 2:00 P.M.
Mon. - Wed.. Fri.
Wayne Lee
294-0617

Tidier, ’I, 1

53.15
$1.75. $2.75,

San Jose
Box Office
40 W. San Carlos
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Two engineering majors, DenI.. Morris, a junior, and !titsD. Spies, a senior, were
..1IJ
rere-arried $200 scholarships for
1541304 year by the West -
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Chance fights ever
on the side of the
prudent EURIPIDES
Prudence has a way of bringing good luck. Euripides knew
it way back when, and its
true as ever today.
Are you being prudent about
your financial future? It’s
never too early to start and
it’s wise to begin with a foun
dation of life insurance. Delay
could be costly.
Our campus office specializes
ire life insurance programming
for young people. Stop by to
see us or telephone.

my lots

Dick Flanagan
Ed

Grant

Roger

Sutter

Cenrer

Fourth St.
CY 7.5707

210 North

t N.
,elta

Leading the group as master
if ceremonies will be Lou Gottlieb, bassist and spokesman for
The Limeliters,
The big cast of top folk singers, instrumental and vocal
groups will include the Modern
Folk Quartet. They are one of
the fast rising young folk groups
in the country. They have a
Warner Bros. record album out,
which is already on its way up
the best-seller lists.
Others in the show will be
Bessie Griffin and The Gospel
Pears singing hymns and gospels. They have performed in
many Los Angeles spots, such as
The Amh-Greve. the Renaissance,
and the Cloisters. They have
also appeared in the Sugar Hill
in San Francisco and, the Bear
ill Chicago, and the Inquisition
in Vancouver, Canada.
The Knob Lick Upper 10,000
will also be there. singing folk
songs in their unique manner.
Also included in the program
will be Lynn Gold. a new voice
Iii American feel Ii IMISie. Ile has
just eompleted hi, first album
with WartlIII I ;I . Some songs
in the album 555- "Sweet
Peda;rod "As,
loes," ’’I tourist
hea."

PROVil2LNT
\11 IL Al
A... I C0MPANY

1_1 i 17.
01 PHILAUFLPHIA

"I’m not in the travel agency
business or anything," said Dr.
William W. Lorell, head of the
civil engineering rind applied
mechanics department, explaining his part in arrangine a trip
Is, Europe this summer.
-Last year I was contacted in
an attempt to rivcrt the delm,5s
set a planned group of travelers
liy
finding another air line to
contract for the flyers," he said.
"I was unable to do so."
"This year, the district manager of the Lufthansa Air Lines
rid the hales representative of
Air France contacted me to see
it I was interested in presenting
a travel proposal to the students
and faculty of San Jose State,"
he explained.
This trip, said Dr. Lorrell.
would leave Sun Francisco Inbetween
Airport
ternational
June 10 and 15 and would return
passengers there between Sept.
5 and 10.
According to majority wish,
the flight would land in either
I.ondon, Paris, or Frankfurt.
There the group would separate
for the summer.
The trip would be available to
students and faculty who have
been at State at least is year.
Cost would he around $430.
Dr. Lorell requests all interested parties to contact him by
letter. The address is Dr. W. W.
Lorell, Head; Department of
Civil Engineering and Applied
Mechanics; Department of Engineering: San Jesse State College. prior to Nev. IS.
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just
think
of it.
you can open a new
Roos/Atkins SUPER/CHARGE
and take months to pay!

ATO Nat’l Pres
Visits SJS Chapter

Around Town
By STAN NASCIMENTO
Fine Arts Edilur
Folksinging is in its prime with such ..e14,
IS the I:item-don
Trio in the business.
They proved this when they appeared at the Civic Auditorium
Thursday night. The responsive audience, a capacity crowd, were
drawn to chipping rhythmically and tapping their feet as the Trio
played some of their lively greats-- "Where Have All the Flowers
Gone" and "Greenback Dollar."
It was "sing along with the Kingston Trio" when they sang
the legendary "Tom Dooley," with the audience joining in. One of
the highlights of the show was when Bob Shane soloed "Scotch and
Soda," the most requested of all their songs.

The brothers eel Alpha T.,
t)eneeea welaerielie then sell curial
It ’...41(.1111.1I1 I /1:o.,
pretatlent lo
u ...01.,1,1 .1
in his honor. Local alumna,. And
nil s,i,l rrl ficiAs grill:0111 soil h the

POLITICAL COLOR
The group brought some political color into their show when
Stewart came out with, "Goldwater isn’t worrying about digit dialing; he’s still using two Dixie cups and a thread. He just signed a

Alernlly,
In

gat Nrred

Al
the dinner, Dr. Oherly presented a speech on the benefits
of fraternity life. svhsit it can do
for the individual send what a
fraternity strives for.
According to Mike DiSpaltro.
ATO publicity chairma n. the
"ATOs were surprisial and pleased
at their guest’s isersonality." Di
Spaltro explained that ler Oberly
was president of ftorrneske college,
Salem, Va. Also, he’
1i)
Ise the only tonere. pre-Hletet ever
to head
1111j.0.
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Castebirse
ilk.
for hands. .11ns t-Ittirtse fssi
singers, and Terry Sehritteen tor
dancers. The .h w. to he presented Nov 23, is open to all
college students of Santa Clal,
aamlions

contract with 18th Century Fox." Then Stewart added, "That’s
all right, we insult all sides."
The singers must have felt right at home with the many college
students there. "We prefer the college-age group, for they are old
enough to be aware of subtleties and young enough to be enthusiastic," said Reynolds.
It was groups like this who took music known to a select few
and made it popular with the masses. Because of this, they come
to mind when the word Hootenanny is mentioned.
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A new glue for stamps doesn’t work on envelopes, hut it sticks
to the ribs. A pilot food stamp program is tieing initiated at Hunstvddi State College. Arcata. according to the Liemberjack. Ilumboleti County and the Department of Agriculture are cooperating
its the prograrn.
The program is designed to fortify menus of low income groups,
including college students. The Lumberjack said students whose
monthly income is less than $135 and whose savings and investments are lees than $420 qualify for stamps.
The number of strimps available for the students depends upon
the purchaser’s financial circumstances. The stamps may let used
at any local grocery store.
BOON FOR SLIS
This stamp program may turn out to be is boon for the S.IS
campus
All set the latish students will insreele thee Ileatitssielt emir
pies. Theo. they will enjoy thee fulfillItletii s,l t11-..:IIII II, they iil
goeurtment

,t1,,idirettl

meals

SJS cciii Is. shocked at the ghastly imam on in Arame They will dash up there rind picket the entire lesser
ei.A(’E (IMPS GOES TO HACIRAMIENTO
Speaking ol the Peace Corp,. the Community W,dtaro cories51
of Saeranirtrito is undertaking what the Arrinr
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Discounts
on all your Beauty Needs!
HUNTINGTON BEAUTY SUPPLY CO. INC.
Wholesalers & Distributors of Beauty Products
2nd at San Carlos
256 S. 2nd
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Stamps Are a Sticky Subiect

Faculty Recital

Ctmettitt

I MI()

Excharaje-

A faculty recital. with Si
Instructor Nanay (5;erst., qt
playing the harp 55,511 t.
1ternistm 55
Th:srsd;i
senled

HOOTENANNY
Will the hootenanny last? Nick Reynolds doesn’t think so.
"It’s like saying how long Marion Marlowe and Ed Sullivan will
last," said John Stewart. "One is derived from the other."
"Folksinging will always be, but hootenanny is dying out right
now because most of the concerts aren’t making money.- Slier,,
referred to today’s hootenannies as an "oversat twat ion exploit:11am ’
Is the hootenanny losing its meaning? Reynolds feels that "if
you have any religious affiliation with folk sones, the heweenanny
is losing its meaning as an entertainment field." Cernmenting on
the folk music in hootenannies, he said, "1 don’t think folksinging
itself was ever meant to he a means of communication. Folk singers
weren’t meant to be preachers."
GATE BRIDGE COSTLY
The total cost ref the Golden
Gate Bridge spanning from San
Francisco to Mann County was
$35,000,000. It is the largest
single-span bridge in the world.
Two cables more than three
feet in diameter I the largest
ever made) pass over two enormous towers, each 746 feet high
I this would he the height of a
70-story buildings.
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OPEN
STUDENT

November 1,2, and 6-9

MON., THURS.,

College Theatre

DISCOUNTS
WHOLESALE
Electronic Parts &
Hi Fi Equipment

i

13 1212

475 W.

San Carlos

Curtain

Boo Office open 1-5

S.J.S. Students

50it

Oct. 23 -Nov. 9

Children under 14

50f

Phone 294-1931

NUCLEAR ENERGY RESTAIICH NE
LRBENCE BADIATION LABORATORY
LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA
MAJOR PROGRAMS NOW UNDER WAY: PLOWSHAREIndustrial and scientific uses
of nuclear explosives. WHITNEYNuclear weapons for national defense. SHERWOODPower production from controlled thermonuclear reactions. PLUTO
Nuclear reactor for propulsion of a ramjet missile. BIOMEDICALThe effects of
radioactivity on man and his environment.. .far-reaching programs utilizing the skills
of virtually every scientific and technical discipline.
Tiii. s ph. resolution Mossbauer
spr,c irometer, used to study nuclear
properties and solid state phenomena, is one of many research tools
(ranging from the microminiature to
the multi -ton) designed and built by
LRL scientists and engineers. The
spectrometer has less than 2% ve
locity jitter over a speed range of 100.
The functions of the spectrometer
are automated so that the resonant
absorptions for 180 positive and negative velocities are obtained in a
normal run. Data obtained from
print-out scalars are processed and
plotted by electronic computers.
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LAWRENCE
RADIATION LABORATORY
LIVERMORE

office

dents in the physical sciences arid enomeering Oct. 30, 1963

OPERATED BY THE
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Call your placement office for an appointment.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
BERKELEY &LIVERMORE

First at Santa Clara

8:15 p.m.

pm., November 2 and 9

$1.25

Gen, Adm.

. Supply Co.

Uniird ’Radio and
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CHILDREN’S MATINEE 2
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Laboratory staff members will he on
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A Drama Deportment Production
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When You Meet Th ese Fellows Smile!

LET’S SHAKE ON THATYosh Uchida’s judo team competed in
the Palo Alto Invitational Sunday to get the 1963-64 season rolling.
The team will increase its schedule as the season moves along in
EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
CLEANING & DYEING
For Quick Dependable
Service Come to
ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
43 E Santo Clara
..................

1

ito

CUSHMAN VESPA
SALES AND SERVICE
mige LE. sIIMAN Sales, Inc.
1798
’.1111:1I

2154460
%se.
California

tara.

1

Water Polo Seen
As Top Conditioner

CliOSS-COI.NTILY
San Jose State vs. Stanford at
Pak.. Alto Thursday, 3 p.m.
By MIKE MURPHY
SJS Froth at NorCal Freshman
Many people don’t know it, but water polo, along with wrestling,
Championships at Stanford Thurs- boxing
and cross-country comprise four of the best methods of conday, 3 p.m.
ditioning athletes.
San Jose State varsity and
"Just playing the game is a great conditioner," says water polo
freshmen vs. Fresno State at
coach Lee Walton.
Fresno Friday.
"With the body in constant motion. either vertically or parallel,
WATER POLO
there are a number of moves that require overcoming the resistance
Froth
vs.
James
Lick
High
SJS
of the water.
in Spartan Pool Wednesday. 4 p.m.
"Breaking down this resistance is the real conditioner," he says.
San Jose State vs. Stanford in
Walton
employs deck exercises with basic calisthenics every day
Spartan Pool Friday, 8:30 p.m.
SJS Froth vs. Tribe Froth in and his men usually swim a mile using the various strokes before
going through regular water polo maneuvers.
7.30 preliminary.
"Treading water all the time, keeps them on the move while they
ire in the pool," he says. It is a rule in water polo that players are
not allowed to use the bottom of the pool in offensive action- -subequently the swimmers must stay afloat at all times.
ii ,u do thi poloist’. whip Into shape so early in the fall?
-oar skiiikouts the first three weeks were of tremendous in Tensity. designed to build strength and endurance," Walton comments
’From then on we worked on the finely graded processes of the sport
shooting. passing. breakaway moves and defense.
:II, controlledthat
is, we can stop the action
,
mistakes and discuss good and bad strategy
in the process of a game.
We have to work on the finer points of the game, because this
is what we hate to heat the other team with. It’s not like crosscountry where you can outcondition the other team, you have to win
on si(ills that you either have or you don’t have."
tial do you look for when y1111 are %routing a water polo
plav r

75c
M.. nday Tue:day Wednesday -Friday
per person
to 6 p.m.
xxs0
.-e Golf wi:h ASB Card

rty
ALl,11.% CrILF COURSE
V. tim. S.

Tigers Top Poloists,
Claim Second Place

*me the Sall Sounce4

FOOTBALL
San Jose State ts. Oregon
Eugene Saturday.
SJS Froth vs. San Franci -;-;
State at Spartan Stadium Thili
(lay, 3 p.m.

Alma Golf Course
Considers your budget

445

Makoto Ohbayashi, AAU champion; Jim Pennington, Kay Tama 1

Sports Week

REGULATION 9 HOLES OF GOLF
Thursday
2 for the price of I

Phone 298-4909

saki, I65 -pound NCAA champion; Gary Newguist, I95 -pound NCAA
champion; Victor Kawasaki, Howard Fish and Floyd Kameda will
all see plenty of action with the Spartans this year.

training for its third straigt NCAA Championship this spring. (L-R)

Low cost
charter bus service

FALCON
CHARTER SERVICE
295-9111

for Conner Sutton’s Bengal’..
RENT A
By MIKE MURPHY
The freshmen came through two
UOP scored six times in the
second quarter and then stalled games in fine style, smothering
off a spirited San Jose State come- , San Jose City College 22-1 and
back to score a 10-6 water polo ; the Modesto Swim and Racquet
Special Sorderi t
victory Friday night in the Spar- ’Club, 18-8.
Likirts,
Against Modesto, Jack
tan txxil.
Garth RaThe game, a hitter and bruising Greg Buckingham and
the
battle for ITIOSi of its entirety, der each posted four goals for
USE 0141 "RI..\ I
lifted the Tigers into second place !victorious Spartans.
in the NorCal League with a 2-1 ; Tim Halley scored four times
TO OWN NAV’
mark. SJS slipped below .500, to ; for the losers.
Fred
Bakly,
Walt
Rader,
Likirts,
2-3.
’ Haket and Pete Pace all fired in
Outside of UOP’s burst in the
itrttretel4
three goals in the swamping of the
MA, ,INES
t
second period, the game was
Jaguars.
AND Lir,- ,./
EQUiPMENT
played on even terms.
The frosh, who upped their seasThe Spartans were led by a
170 South Second
onal record to 10-2, play James
hustling defensive effort on the
Lick High here Wednesday.
r
41811811111ix
goalie
Bob
Howse.
part of
Howse fended off 12 Tiger attempts in the cause and played
Money Earners! You’re Needed Now’
what Coach Lee Walton termed
We want you to introduce the fabulous new Thrifty Dinner C. ..t
his finest game.’’
Book to the college community. This dinner book contains 33
The Spartans capitalized on
free dinners at local restaurants. It is a welcome chance fo
the opening sprint as Frank
person to eat out and save money at the same time. In c
Karnes put 5.15 in front I-41.
to be the bearer of such happy news, please contact Mr.
The 101.111l. put their zone defense
CY 8-6298, between 9 a.m.- I p.m.
into operation and slowed the
Mon and women are needed’
cons!ilerably until the
Tigers’ Bill ROM- and Jim MacKenzie finally shook 1011W for
goals,
This Week’s Special
Walton set in a new team at the
outset of the second quarter and
elected to drop the zime and go
to a one on one defense. The
Tigers took advantage of it and
CLEANED and 1 05
worked their scoring patterns well.
PRESSED
Rose hit two more and captain
Regularly $1.69
Jerry Wyckoff had two to spark
the pullaway.
Jim Adams closed the gap to
a single goal, 4-:t. with Iwo minutes remaining, hut Tiger scores
by Wyckoff and Roger Olney gave
the Bengals an 8-4 halftime edge.
The Spartans fought COP to a
At.
San Jcsu
25 S. 3rd
standstill in the second half, each

TYPEWRITER

3 mos. $1 8

MEN’S SUITS

Si,,’
mu
.trerigth phis the basic skills are what I look for most:
the quick man, who can shout well, and do everything the versatile
player."
Freshmen Jack Likins and Greg Buckingham are two examples
of the caliber Walton wants. "Both these boys were breaking guards
in high school. They both have three or four shots and they swim well."
Prei-ently, two physical education majors are applying a Harvard
Step conditioning test to the water polo team and Dean Miller’s
cross-country squad. The purpose is to see how these two SJS teams
measure up to the national average of physical fitness.
.411:
Walton has effectively prepared his boys physically and they scoring two goals.
CY 2-1052
should be equal with any other athlete in the nation.
After the game Walton reThe results will be ;i measuring stick for his group of hard.a’,i’k- marked. "the game was refereed
loosely, and we didn’t adjust to it at*************** ********** **** ************
a r i it niter polo opponents may outwore Ihem, hut they fast enough.
rt.iiiits ison’t lil ill latter phvsical condition.
lake anything
’’l don’t vant
away from
they held us real
is cli.
1)efensikel. 1 thought we
sTAV ON
Nfl
;plated a L!riod s;;Init.’
The 1948 San Jose State football
Frank Barnes and Jim Adams
team held College of Paetlic to
va,11 had hit, goals it, load the
minus-one yard in passing yard - losers %S till,’ Wvckoff, Row,
and
Jim M:1,1(4.11111.
had IllreP

-

Golden West
Cleuners

RED MARION announces

the new 1964 SUZUKI Trojan
Super Sport 80

FRAME IT!
This is no
weak-sister
deodorant!

You art majors, art connoisseurs and mirror fanciers
get your collectors items framed. The House of Arts
and Frames will expertly frame them for you in three
days.
Niirrior(Ill- and prints
his
Ming
1.ratiora servio

...it’s new

15 to 20% off to students
and faculty

MAN-POWER
New Man-Power Deodorant has what it takes to do a MAN’s
job. Gives you the stepped-up penetration power, the slaying
power a man needs. Covers in seconds...coo frol perspiration...
stops odor. And it’s absolutely non-stick y. Try it... the new deodorant that does a MAN’s job. New Man-Power. 1.00 plus tax.
Exrtm Bosos the

clean masculine aroma of OLD SPICE I

SHUL -1"o N

Sinai Trojn S.S. 80

11.,, will display end sell
vour work on mnsignmettl

HOUSE of
ARTS and FRAMES

351 Willow
off lit

CT 7-2737

Open Tues.-Sat. 10-6; Then. fill

-.rtYrri/M1/71767139fITAWYRTYYNYM/MtiffIftWilitYSTM

C

Why don’t you try one now?
Own a Suzuki and join students all over California who are riding bikes to school, on
dates and to work.

RED MARION ENTERPRISES
1711 S. Bascom near Hamilton

Oregon’s Sensational ’Pell -Mel’

MortAny

’Idaho Wins on Breaks

e!

By DAVE NEWHOUSE
Old Daddy Bad Luck did a
thorough .job of picking San Jose
Slate’s pocket as Idaho capitalized
on repeated mistakes by the Spartans to grind out a 28-12 victory

son punt on 0,.
ties of downs. \1 as Leetzow
ere(’ on the Spartan 24 and Itt’ Ii
Naccarato bumped over from thei

one -yard line six plays later. Mike
Nlayne kicked the first of lour PAT
placements
Sail
.1111,1’14 Don Arnie rhon
pounced on a Vandal fumble on
the Idaho 214 later in the quarter. Ken Berry directed 14.15 Inside the In, but Jerry It
Ito
fumbled on the three and Idaho
wan right there to fall 1111 Dobail hack at the II).
The Vandals biked their lead ,.
14-0 on another SI/art/111 11 .

Saturday by blocking a Boli Pater-

Herb Engel tutilhied on the SJS
o,
15, and Larry Strohmeyer
ered. Shortly thereafter, Nao
do busted over from tiw tyko
On is sidtline pans to Harry
kellogg, I no Id aho defenders
I .11 tt 111
. tl 11 111111 assa y. %V aIt If o I
By MIKE MURPH Y
eels, ailt.rtly running in to help
San Jose State’s powerful (TONS count ry aggregation passed its out on the play, grabbed t hi. ball
and took off
stiffest test of the season with fly- on the Vandal 35
ing colors Saturday, showing their, for paydirt to complete a 113 yard seoring play.
heels to the Golden Gate Track
n1,11441:11 -4.01 in lin- Issii-jrnitil
Club, 16-51.

SJS Hoffiers
Score Big Win

ervice

ER VICE

A

ITER
ul nut,

REA]
’LAN ALL-PURPOSE DUCKMel Renfro will be ’
keeping San Jose State’s football coaches in
long consultation on how to stop fite All-Amer,econd
-

Now!
Dinner Club
contains 33
lance for a

ie. In o -der
Mr. Tayior,
---

OS

)jan

ar Cali-

ES
In

los\ it. Bob Daily finished
untained its hold onto ,b; teammate Charlie Swall to leiol
t hi- ’ring by completing an
in the Fratermt y ATO’S scoring attack.
Phi Sig kept pace with the airial I, Frost Morton.
typing Theta Chi 1
Lambda Chi used a 17-yard
ii ultra -mural touch league -leading ATO squad by shutTI,
footIra ll action at the South Cam- ting out DU 6-0 on a 60-yard sec- pass from Dave Morris to Gary
S’annatter to halt the last place
ond -half kickoff return by Buschp,
’crhack Gary Brenneman ini. Phi Sig trails ATO by a half DSP entry 6-4).
c.I
touchdown tsisses game.
Theta Xi battled the Sig Eps to
first

*

Standings

’etii

ican back, when the two teams meet Saturday
at Eugene. Renfro can run, pass and catch
passes with equally fantastic results.

Brenneman, Swall Keep ATO
Unbeaten in Intramural Football
*

52

SPARTAN

nArr.v-5

Blocked Punt, Fumbles Forget It!
Saturday at Moscow.
The loss marked the second I
ntraight game where Hole Titehenul’s Spartans fell prey to their
own errors. Every Vandal t
down, ecept the fourth-quarter
insurance seore. WU% t he result
of San Jose eurelesaness.
Dee Andros’ Vandals now have
a 4-2 record, equaling the most
wins they’ve recorded since 1938.
Idaho still has at least four games
left to play this year. The Spartans
Efiok Akpan and Al Botha’s
dropped tel 2-4.
each .0.0rAil goal, as San .11141.
San Jose lost to Cal last week State scored a
revenge 2-1 s1,1
34-13 on a bevy of had breaks. Don
in 1/% 4.r alitornia Sato:11:o
Matthews of Idaho set the tone
at Berkeley.

;an Jose

nistober

FRATERNITY LEAGUE
W
L
ATO
7
0
Phi Sig
6
0
SAE
6
I
Sigma Chi
4
2
Lambe Chi
3
3
Theta Chi
3
3
D.U.
3
4
Sigma Na
3
4
PiKA
2
4
Sigma Pi
2
5
Sig Eps
I
5
Theta Xi
I
6
DSP
7
t
A LEAGUE
Cal Hawaiians
7
0
Moulder Hall
5
2
Fountain Hall
5
3
Flo.Dads
4
2
Beavers
3
4
AROTC
2
4
FuLars
I
4
Aim n Hall
I
4
Markham Hell
0
7

T
I
I

0
I
2
I
0
0
I
0
2
I
0
0
0
0
I
0
I
2

2
0

LEAGUE

Rod Horde
Ph, Sig No. 1
Kappa Pi
ATO No. 2
Sigma Chi No. 2
SAE No. 2
AFROTC
Loenard Hall

7
4
4
3
2
2
2
I

0
2
3
2
I
4
5
5

8
6

0
2
2
2
4

0
I
0
2

SPARTAN DOWN UNDER
Bill Yonge, a fine guard for basketball Coach Stu Inman the past
three years, recently returned from
Australia where he helped teach
basketball to the Aussies this summer. Yonge is assistant frosh
PiKA upended Sigma P114-0 as a scoreless tie while the Ho-Dads coach this year.
Larry Solari tossed two TD aerials I rambled over Fountain Hall 20-0.
to Dave Campbell.
Chuck Luther passed and ran
Sigma Chi unloaded a high for two touchdowns to lead the
On Campus Tnterviews \
I2
Sigma
against
offense
scoring
11u-if:ids attack. Luther ran six
Na HMI rolled to a 31-0 ss
for the first score and comwash.
plete a TD pass to Jim Mechikoff
Mark McManus and It Nlarcos tor a :to-yard six -pointer.

led the 111n% (Trill Sigma Chi offensive attack. McManus passed to
Mimeos for the first score on a
40-yard play. Marcos then returned the Nikor by hitting McManus in the end zone for another
six points.
The same pair hooked up on
another 40-yard scoring play 1:1"T
in the game and Marcos otnnected
Ii Hill Loa:Jilin for the fourth

Tin

its Pr’ ti nts

The Traveling
Homan

4
I

0
I

C LEAGUE
Corksoaliers .
Narriors

Jo-Mar
Raiders

5
4
4

69ers

Otte Aa9

0
0
I
I
0

cepeice
Akiir".1

WIIIIMeatwo

11,

"WORK
OF
ART"
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD

Art Cleaners
398 E. Santa Clara

293-1030

The Spartans nabbed six of the
first seven places, with Jeff Fishback and Gene Gurule turning in,
superb efforts to finish 1-2, in a
race that was billed to be a close
match.
Bill Morgan was the only GGTC
harrier to finish in the top five.’
Ron Davis and Phil Darnall ri
GGTC crossed the finish line eight h
and ninth, respectively.
The Spartans’ Danny Murphy
and Ben Tucker came in together
behind Gurule while Tom Tulle’
and Rich Fernandez loped in ahead
of Davis.
The winning time, 20:06, was excellent for the altered SJS course.
Coach Dean Miller, beaming from
ear to ear, said, "I was real pleased
with the boys today."

Lou Gottlieb (MC.)
Modern folk Quartet
Lynn Gold
Bessie Griffin &
The Gospel Pearls
Knob Lick
Upper 10,000

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Wednesday, Oct. 30 at 1:30 p.m.
ALL SEATS RESERVED -II 00
On Sala, Wendell Wafkini 54q1
Merman Clay, 89 So 10 St -CV 3-6252

Our
engineers
play
with
dolls.

John
Olejnik*
says...
SpeCollege Men need
cialist to help them get the most
for their insurance dollars. That’s
because college men’s insurenee
requirements differ from those of
non -college men.
I specialize In life Insurance for
college men, with College Lite’s
famous policy, THE BENEFACTOR, designed expressly for
college men. And since college
men are preferred risk., The
Benefactor is priced to sell exclusively to college men. Like to
know more? Call me. No obligation, of course.

*JOHN OLEJNIK
4992 Borina Drive
San Jose, Calif.
Tel: 253-1337

representing

And games. Anil talking horses. It’s all
in a day’s work. Because our engineers
are in the businesa of thinking up, perf ecti ng and producing first -of-theirkind toys like Chatty Cathy’ -the doll

that really talks -prized possession of
more than 5 million little girls. Producing her, and hundreds of other sophisticated toys and games, has seen our
industrial engineers solve lots of firstof-their-kind problems, too -using jigs
and fixtures in highly original line layouts to provide volume production, yet
assure opportunity for continual product improvement.
Maybe you’re a man who like nothing better than finding ways to make
things simpler, better and cheaper. If
so, you’ll find our business stimulating,
rewarding and loaded with potential.
Because your branI of talent has
helped us grow so fast we’ve become
the biggest toymaker around, with no
end to expansion in sight. That’s why
we’re substantially expanding our
already sizeable engineering staff,
again, during the next twelve monthn.
We work near the L011 Angeles International Airport and rake our families
in the pleasant beach and valley communities nearby. If you think you’d
like to join us - in manufactu ring, R&D
or adminixtration mak, an appointment today to we our interviewer, on
eampue.

THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

OF AMERICA
. the only Company selling
exclusively to College Men
%Ilan CA11.1 .1..11+15 1 wawa
ePli. Wily Mk

play,

hut

[’Aril’s

woo

,tiiiithrqlol

trying to got the pass ofl
Berry later got a bonalidc TI/
pass, escaping the grasps of foul
Vandals, to hit Bill Holland in the
end zone for a 20-yard score. ’rhe
drive crivviPrl 70 yards in ill iy
hand Ctotel- PAT pass so

Bill sloop ripped MI
vard
11111 I/111111. .11111flk,1111 dropped 1,i
011 the Spartan 25. tiom
scored on a ,.ix-Nard rum

’s otirt-yarri plun--r. A I .
till ,cminsl San .1,
p ihIP

The ItIktgeht rrilktroi,
the Spartans really
In the Hind ,prIrtv, !

had cratio
sullered
Inal to leaver
Tau,
1,11t1,il ,11/1.1.,1 of11

ONE OR MORE

XEROX" COPIES
MADE AT

HILLIS PRINTING CO.
38 South Fourth St.
in I

VALLEVah

AUTO
SHO PA
Starts
Tomorrow
October 29

eomplete.
’rhe Spartan,. had a chance to

the lead in the third qua ba
lieoy, how the Idaho 22,
( ’ass Jackson. SO Iv, ran it inside
WI1111’ a s.ii\ogo Idaho tick hr separated Cass lrern the ball
Idaho reeovered on the two
LEAPS AND BOUNDS
\Va II Ifiilierts. San .1’ se State
halfback, is also a standout track
and field competitor Ftobeias has
a best ol 40-3 in the hop, ,..bp and
jump and 24-7 in the broad jump

Stevens Creek Rd. at Freeway 17, San Jose

THEY SING HONEST FOLK SONGS.

IN A WILD,
DRIVING,
SPIRITED,
EXCITING,
AND SOMETIMES QUIET
NEW WAY

UOURNEYMEN
NEW
DIRECTIONS
IN
FOLK MUSIC

ce

Just listen to their Capitol album, "New Directions in Folk Music:’
You’ll hear the rocking, driving way the Journeymen sing -Someday Rally:
a low down blues out of Chicago. The fun they have with "Sta,kolee:’ the will
song about a legendary terror of New Orleans. Their quitt and moving version
of "All the Pretty Little Horses:’ one of the mot }want itul lullabies ever written.
Their spirited ragtime rendition of "San Francisco Bay:*
Then you’ll know what’s new in folk songs. And what’s hest.
0;4614..
I IC
9

Look forask forthe Journeymen in concert on your campus.

II--RPARTAN DAILY

2, 1981

Monday, ether

KSJS Asks IDC for Recommendations
Three representatives from the
campus radio station KSJS spoke
before the Inter-Dormitory Council. la ,t week in an attempt to get
Str:Ve:Ilt/TIS from (forfll students
-

on the kind of programs they
would be interested in.
The guests from KSJS. Mike
Neufeld, Dave Simpkins, and Gary
Greenberg, said they felt the majority of the listeners they can
directly reside in the dorCoast Guard Ensign contact
mitories. As a result, they feel any
Here To Discuss OCS ideas from the dorm students
would help boost the station’s genA Coast Guard representative eral listening appeal.
will be on campus from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m. tomorrow in front of the
Spartan Bookstore.
Ensign M. S. Huey of the Officer Candidate School will answer
questions on the OC’S program
An Evening on the Bay," a
Candidates for OCS must have a
college degree prior to enrollment. ilance aboard the Harbor Prince
in San Francisco Bay, will be held
under the sponsorship of the Iranian Students’ Association, Saturday, Nov. 16.
The Harbor Prince will be at
Pier 43ts at Fisherman’s Wharf
land will open for boarding at
19 p.m.
The ticket is $5 a couple (including snacks 1, $5 a stag man,
and girls free.
Holamreza G. Bashirrad will
lake reservations until Thursday,
,(1.1-8484).

Iranian Students
Hold ’Bay’ Dance

Interviews Set
larry nelson

"Yoari fo-

Wednesday,
Tornorrov.,
and
Thursday are the days to sign up
tor interviews for Inter-Cultural
Steering committees.
The committees include Public
Relations
Programs, Academic.
Orientation and Language, Special
Problems. Friendship and Hospitality and New Projects and Re-.parch.

CONNECTICUT
MUTUAL LIFE
Alameda - Suite
294-5660

1671 The

EXPERT
LUBRICATION

311

all cars

984
Puritan Oil
6th & Keyes

Robert T. Healey C.L.U. General Agent

SIMPLE SIMON
Family Restaurant
-THIS WEEK’S COLLEGE SPECIAL Students!
This coupon entitles you to:
Small pizza
25c off reg. price
Medium pizza
50c off reg. price
Large pizza
750 off reg. price
"The home of the golden pizza"

1897 ALUM ROCK AVE.

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send if with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, Son
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
’T
lines
One owemit

2
3
4
5

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
each addtl line

One time
500 a line

Three times
250 a line

Five times
200 a !hie

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

FOR DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES, CALL CY 4-6414, EXT.
2081, FROM 1:20 TO 4:20, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.
CHECK A CLASSIFICATION:
L Announcements II V] Help Wanted (4)
C Automotive 121
(TJ Mousing (S)

C Personals (7)
P Services III

El For Sole(3)
n Lost and Found Iii;
Print your ad here:

Transportatios (9)

Spartaguide ’ Spartacamp Job Interviews Lyke Magazine Arrives
Next Week With Fall Issue
Sets Plans

TODAV:
PI Omega Pi, business fraternity,
3:30 p m TH153.
Alpha Lambda Delta, 3 p.m.,
J101
Rally Conneattee executive
meeting, 3:30 p.m., College Union
sub-committee room.
Tau Seta society, 7 p.m., E131.
Inter-Cultural Steering Committee, :I:30 p.m., CH347.
TOMORROW:
Coed Archery, 4 p.m., playing
field near Music Building.
Social Affair% Committee, 2:30
p m Adm236.
Women’s Recreation Awn., 4:30
p.m., WRA lounge.
AWS open meeting, 3:30 p.m.,
College Union.
Christian Science Organization,
7:30 p.m., College Chapel.
Social Work Club nekl trip, 3:30
p.m., meet Fourth and San Fernando Streets.
Spartan Shields, 6:15 p.m., Cafeteria Room B.
Lutheran Student Assn.. 5:30
p.m., Campus Christian Center,
300 S. 10th St.

For March

TUESDAY:
First Western Bank & Trust
Spartacamp, designed to give Co: majors in business administration, accounting, finance, ecoSJS students a better understandnomics, and others -male only.
ing of personal values and world
The National Drug Co: business,
ideas, is beginning to take shape
science, commerce majors -- male
for its March meeting at Asilomar, only.
according to Director Bill Erdman.
County of Los Angeles: majors
In the past, Spartacamp has had in accounting, chemical engineera varied range of discussion based ing, social science. economics,
on such topics as leadership train- political science, or others.
ing, personal values and daily situations in students’ lives.
This year’s topic has not been
picked, but Spartaearnp’s purpose
remains the same, Erdman stated.
Specifically, this is to isolate the
students and help them bring out
their personalities, he said.
Important dates for those interested in Spartacamp are Nov. 2027 for submitting counselor applications, Dec. 2-6 for counselor
interviews, and Dec. 12 when
counselor selections are made.

Harry E. Jordan
Scholarship Set
As Grad Award

An award amounting to $15100
and designated as the Harry
Jordan Scholarship is set aside
for a graduate student by the
Water and Sewage Works Manufacturers Assn.
San Jose State students are insited to compete.
These grants are given to a
graduate who majored in courses
such as chemistry, physics, bacteriology. engineering, or business
administration.
Applications are available in the
dean of students office, ADM
269. Deadline is Feb. 20, 1964.

Driving Fatigue
Is a Silent Enemy

,

Poster Contest
Concludes Nov. 4-8
Contestants in the Blood Drive
poster contest must turn in entries from Nov. 4-8.
The poster contest features posters urging students to donate to
the Blood Drive, Nov. 14. The
contest will be sponsored by the
Community Service Committee,
the ROTC Air Force, and Sigma
Kappa sorority.
Miss Babette Hayes, of Activities Office, Adm242. will receive
the finished posters. Posters may
be any size and may he done in
any medium except charcoal. Student’s name, telephone number,
and address should be on the back
of the poster.
Judges for the contest are Maj.
Joe Tarpley from Air Force
ROTC; Sharon Johnson, Sigma
Kappa, president; Miss Marian
Moreland, Art Department; and
Roger R. Hocken from the Merchants’ Assn., volunteer for the
’Red Cross.
First prize is $10: second is $5.

With California highways carrying large numbers of vacationing
motorists, Highway Patrol CommLssioner Bradford M. Crittenden
this week warned against that
subtle, silent enemy-fatigue.
’Frequently vacationers attempt
to push too far in one day. They
are driving on the fringe of exhaustion by day’s end.
"Last year, 212 drivers who
were fatigued or apparently asleep
were involved in fatal accidents in
California, and 3,439 such drivers
were involved in injury accidents." I Placement Office needs:
The commissioner also offered
Group entertainers for Christ these tips to avoid fatigue:
lmas including vocalists. dancers.
"Make frequent stops. Walk organists, drama groups, magiaround for a few moments, cians, or any others appropriate
stretch, and if possible, take a for group gatherings.
short nap to prevent the possibilPart-time medical aids for the
ity that you might doze at the Palo Alto Veterans Administra
.wheel.
tion Hospital, male or female, ft.,
8-12 am. or 1-5 p.m. daily except
weekends.
Interested students are r, The Santa Clara Parks and quested to contact with Phi, _
Recreation Department is seeking trent Office, ADM234.
a qualified part-time tap-ballet instructor.
Interested students are requested to contact Recreation DeLATE FOR CLASS?
1,..11,,ent this week at 243-7010,
Ext. 23 for an interview appointWe’re right arrioNs Irani
ment.
. Application forms must be in
the collvga library
’ the office. 1100 Poplar St., prior
to the interview.
Spartan Parking Center
The office hours are 8 a.m. to
Ti p.m., Monday through Friday
141 South 4th Street

Job Opportunities

Teacher Needed

ROBINSON SEMINAR
For the first of the 5.15 Robin r11 Seminar series this fill Prof.
Vet] P. Sharma, assistant professor
of philosophy will read a paper
"From the Particular to the General."
The Seminar will be Thersrlay,
Oct :31 at 8 p.m. in (11166.

Job inters lea% Sr.’ held at 309
S. Ninth St. Januar) graduates
are requestecl to make appointOfflee,
ments at the
ADM234, prior to the inlet:lien’s.

Call 297-1655
hi

lit lit-nit

Fiberboard Paper Products Corp:
majors in chemical, mechanical
and industrial engineering, chemistry, and mining engineering -male only.
UNIVAC: majors in electrical
engineering or math with interest
in computer work.
WEDNESDAY:
UNIVAC: majors in electrical
engineering or math with interest
in computer work.

coming, and articles on the :went
birth of coffee houses in San Joss
and on SJS’ "pampered" frireign
students.

Jokes and cartoons are back in
Lyke, San Jose State’s feature
magazine, which goes on sale the
eek of Homecoming.
The fall 1963 issue will begin
sales at 7:30 a.m., Wednesday,
Nov. 6. In front of the cafeteria,
the Spartan Bookstore, the main
Library, the outer Quad and on
Seventh Street.
Sales will continue through 4:30
p.m. Thursday, Nov. 7.
"This issue is not only the biggest one we’ve ever published -it
has 88 pages but it also has
’class,’ if we may be permitted to
brag a little and a lot of photographs," according to Editor Chris
Headings.
A completely self-supporting
magazine, Lyke appears twice a
semester. Contents include interviews with known personalities,
fiction, art, cartoons and jokes, a
Lyke Doll, fashions, and campus oriented feature articles.
Big name interviews this issue
are with jazz trumpeter Dizzy
Gillespie and pops singer Barbra
Streisand. Features include an
eight -page pictorial story on San
Francisco, an eight -page color section of art and fiction, a report on
the recent march on Washington.
D.C., a pictorial story on Home-

I’M RIDING
MY
ZOOM BROOM
OVER TO GET

COSTUME
FROM
Goodwill Costume Rental
Open Every Thurs. & Fri. TI 9.00
CY 7-4609
44 N. Market St.

The NEW

County of Los Angeles: majors
in accounting chemical engineering, social science, economics political science, or others.
Fiberboard Paper Produebi Corp:
accounting or any major with
strong interest in sales - male
only.
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co:
male only.
accounting majors
Lawrence Radiation Lab: majors
The weekend Co-Rec Committee
in mechanical and chemical en- is planning a trip to Sausalito Nov.
gineering, chemistry, math, and 16. The sight-seeing excursion is
physics.
open to students at the cost of $1
for transportation.
Those interested may sign up in
the Student Affairs Business Office, HI.

Co-Rec Trip

BILL MANDER
635 University Avenue

what
makes
ideas

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
UNAPPROVED 2 Bedroom

Ill

,/ , e,e, I ROOM AND IOARD. I rear
, m ,-, , ,as. 990 S 9.1, 293 P245
HOME COOKING, n,,
AUTOMOTIVE 121
idoor 10 SC11001. 79 5, 7.11 : ,
IS MG TF 1500. Well kept. $900. 3511/2 i GIRLS APPROVED CONTRACT
-9T9E1D4.
25A3N
N. 9th Weekdays after 5.
W
’SS MG TF 1500, w;re wheels, new top r)GIRLar e
r_n - rn - $800. 294-2678.
Be, I"- -,1
60 MA P, , w ’w hee+er. 18.800 WANT TO SELL CONTRACT
WANTED

.’.

272 ,,;’

A H

SPRITE

LARGE ROOM
61

55

FORAPPMRAONV. E4607 1-1,r01-1,S,I,NG CONTRACT

’ ’,or. 6’,
’ 2 1114

CHEVROLET

;
56 RENAULT
,
r

SPARTAN
PARKING CENTER

TUESDAY. OCT. 29
11:00 P.M.
College Memorial Chapter

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE PROGRAM

management trainee program. Ask him about:

_

. _

Address
City

__-

Promotions on ability and merit.
Yearly bonuses
Unmatched profit sharing

THRIFTY DRUG STORES Co. Inc.
Make an appointment at the Placement Office

Phone

’2i,

3ROOMMATE.3’’4.1"’1’r

1-1

GIRL’S APPROVED HOUSING CONTRACT.
A

4

CV.

/

WOMEN’S APPROVED CONTRACT -

.

55 FORD V8. VICTORIA l

1

I

D. HOUSING
S
AR
FO R PAROLvE.E
RA
CONTRACT FOR
0,3-3
2

2

’63 LAMBRETTA.

LOST AND FOUND 161
’N

5173

Cr.

. FOUND: P.;;.
57

MGA.

1

LOST. 10/20: B
FOR SALE 131
PERSONALS 171

(’Iii

while yli11.11’ III

Ir

mOrizA

VOLKSWAGON ’

Christian Science lecture

1:-.11,11.,

kr rent, Monthly rates from S.2: Nee
4S Ji 4S Ce . cwis m; np, : ms , sc. dy 7d.oews nnt 0 A , InquIre.

322

Your hourly need: cry
ideas. You cannot make them Only find them. What makes
them for you? A free publir_ I’’ lure on "The Origin and Power
of Thought" by Paul Stark
Seeley of The Christian Science
Board of Lectureship offers an
answer. Everyone is welcome.

Telephone 354415

Los Gatos, CelIfernia

10% DISCOUNT 5.;
Arr..
.
’
S.
’’
SUNCRESTA 10 speed 1.611,en
;
792 4495 .

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR REMOVED. BY
Nan.ere R. E. 710 5, Fiat,
Fier trOl iSrS

;,;,
-

$50. 7-94- 4497’ .

HELP WANTED 141
for all. Ph. 2484120.
EE MAJOR UPPER DIVISION. Part AUTO INSURANCE
Bailey Insurance, 385 S Monr04
Chet
" ," ’ /e’e, 5 hedu’e flertbIe but
r,r, week desired between
TV RENTALS
4:30 Men.Fri. Includes full time
$10 month
292 3457
.Phone
_
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE
BABYSITTER, , e..,
Day or night._258-4335.
e m 3 p,m.
2
TYPING 45f Pale. Palo Alto. law
-TALENT WANTED
..rs & Wninnr. 327 0448. Eveninris. .
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT: (Dv,red
g
by
JUNIOR AND SENIOR MEN
hre

’

Sy,

31
r,LAIPE 110tEL
, 0,40. SieVe..

Tirbak will be on campus Mon., Nov. 4, interviewing students for Thrifty’s

Nur...

developed especially to, Tin
and women who like to hunt, tqls
camp in the rugged back county The
HONDA TRAIL "50" is Itasys ready to
go - nd needs no rest or car. Up to
208 miles per gallon of rugged )N14 in
from 0 to 30 MPH in the toughest coun.
try. Try it -compare it with any trail
rmschin on the market.

5275"

opportunities with Thrifty . . . Thrifty management. Representative, Mr.

_ . _ Check No.

A machine

2 FOR I SLACK SALE . N...... on at

physical education, or any general field of concentration explore the vast

Inclosed $

HONDA
TRAIL ’50’

COMPLETE TV RENTALS
Rent a good, modern, 21" TV
sot for $10 a month. Includes
delivery, outside antenna and
any service required.
Phone 227-7426 after 5

ANNOUNCEMENTS

If you’re a male student - 21 to 30, majoring in business, liberal arts,

(Covet 33 Litters and Spices for Eitel’ Une)
Starting Date
Run Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days (Circle One)

CA

Spartan Shields
Plan Reception

Spartan Shields, men’s honorary service organization, will hold
an informal reception tomorrtm
at 6:15 p.m. in Cafe "B" for prospective members. Approximately
20 men have already been recommended and interviewed prior to
receiving invitations.
Pledges will be required to serve
for the remainder of the semester
by serving the student body in
activities such as ushering for special events, in addition to a special
pledge project.

PEOPLE
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RELIABLE

PART TIME TELEPHONE SOLICITORS
272

RIDE WANTED
Near
fi,,n
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To piece on ad:

HOUSING 151
ATTRACTIVE

Cell at

I
r.

,

/12 2346

Pr, barn,.
TRANSPORTATION 19/
A

PART-TIME OFFICE GIRL WANTED.
‘, 21
n 5 r1,,i
r

__-

TYPING

//

WOMENS APPROVED CONTRACT1
FOP SAI F. For Son,’ sem - New Spartan Apt. 642 S. 7th 293.6212, Discount.

5P4,141,

Ad Office, OM 10 1’7
Mot
Sand in handy order child
Of
- Enclose cash
No pheo orders

